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ApHBYllOB n.n .. rosopyH H.H. E10 - 10551 

HeKOTOpbie acneKTbl Opi'8HH38llHH MBCCHBOB H CTpaTei"H>I 

JIOHCK8 B 6onbWHX HHcflopMBUHOHHbTX CHCTeMBX 

B pa6ore paccMaTpnsarorcSI MeTOJlht opraHHaauuu 6onblliHX ua¢op
MBUHOHHbiX CHCTeM. CneUH8nbHOe BHHM8HHe ynensteTCSI opraHH38UHH MBC

CHBOB. Eonee no.apo6ao paccMarpusaercst a.aanTBpyiDIUBSICSI crpyxrypa 
M8CCHB8• llaHH8B MeTOJlHKB Jl8eT 803MO*HOCTb Opr'8HH30B8Tb CTpyKTypy 
M8CCHB8 T8KHM o6p830M, 11T06bi npH yBeliH'I9HHH o6-t,eMa M8CCHB8 MH

HHMH3HpOB8Tb speMSI OTBeTa. 

B CBSI3H c aruM paCCMB'rpHeaercg crparerHSI noHcxa, ucnonhayromasr 
1:f8CTOTbl ,llecKpHJITOpOB B '18CTOTbi nap .necKpHJITOpOB .llflSI IIpOI'H03Hpo

B8HBSI 'IHCna penesaHTHhiX JlDKYMeHTOBe 

H a 6aae 3TH X Mero.nos co.a.aaHbi nporpaMMbi, xoropbre Hcnon~:.ayroTCSI 
B 11ITC OJHII1. 

Pa6ora BwnonHeHa B fla6opaTopRH Bbi'iHCnHTellbHOA: rexHHKH H 

8BTOM8TH38UHH OH.SlH. 

llpeDpBBT ~ABBeBBOrO BBCTBTYT& &,llepBWX BCCJJe,IIOIIIUIIII • .l{y6B& 1977 

Arnaudov D.D., Govorun N.N. E10 - 10551 

Some Aspects of File Organization and 
Retrieval Strategy in Large .Data-Bases 

The methods of organizing a big information ret
rieval system are described. A special attention is 
paid to the file organization. An adapting file struc
ture is described in more detail. The discussed method 
gives one the opportunity to organize large files in 
such a way that the response time of the system can be 
minimized, when the file is increasing. 

In connection with the retrieval strategy a 
method is proposed, which uses the frequencies of the 
descriptors and the couples of the descriptors to 
prognose the expected number of the relevant documents. 

Programmes are made, on the base of these methods, 
which are used in the information retrieval systems 
of JINR. 
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The problems of the organization of Information Retrieval Systems 

IRS ) are complex problems,which are connected with the retrieval 

of various information ( not only scientific one,but economical, 

military,medical as well). In connection with this fact one can 

find a great deal of questions, related to storage,retrieval and 

transfer of informatin.In the process of solving these problems, we 

must keep in mind, that they are characterized by a big v0lu11e of 

information,and at the same time,by frequent accesses to the external 

devices.In this case the response time of the svstem is determined 

mainly by the access time. 

We shall discuss two main problems,which are of great importance 

to the realization of the IRS. 

The first problem concerns the file organization,and is especially 

important when a file is so big that it is impossible,or at least not 

economical,to retrieve each element of the file for checking the needed 

correspondence.This is the most difficult aspect of the problem,which 

causes the difficulties,connected with the coordination of the memory 

space and the response time.It is necessary for the practical solution 
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of this problem to organize such a structure of the file,which will 

satisfy the specific needs of the retrieval,which comprises such 

aspects as response time, query logic,type of the external memory 

device and so on. 

In connection with this appears the second problem,which is re-

lated to an efficient retrieval strategy,Here we must note the 

questions of a preretrieval prognose of the number of relevant docu-

ments,methods of archive strategy, etc, 

We have already noted,that the problem of a file organization 

comes into view, when it is difficult to coordinate the memory space 

on the external devices and the response time,These difficulties may 

be solved an the base of constructing a selfadapting structure,where 

the levels nf a hierarchy of the file's directory and the size of the 

segment (zona can be dynamically changed in the process of file 

increasing according to a special criteria.Then the ratio between 

the time ,needed for retrieval of an element of the file,and the 

volume of the needed memory can be regulated,In the work /2/ we 

howe shown, that improvement of the time characteristics of IRS may 

be 8ChievPd on the base of combination the characteristics of the 

inverted and the multilist structures.In this case a partially inver-

ted multi lPvel hi 'Ta rchical organization can be built, 

In this parer we shall diGcuss the main features of this method, 

which gives the op~Jrtunity to create an adapting structure of a file 

by ~eans of a0apting two parametres of the structure; the size of the 

se~~0nt ( zona ) and the number of the hierarchical levels of the 

file ::iirect0ry. 

In fig.I a parti9lly inverted structure of the file is shown. 
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The 'Ji~:c mrr10ry cf files 0:1POD,::zn,OMD is divided into logical par-. \ 

titiCJns , called "zonas".In particular,the list nodes in OMPOD file, 

f11r instance,~re positionPd in such partitions.It means,that each 

list is localized in such partitions,i.e.,in zonas.The directory of 

thP file ( files OMD and ~ZD ) has hierarchical three leveled structure. 

In the t,!ZD file are r;athcred the list heads of the OHPOD file,and in 

the OMD file are collected the list heads of the KZD file.This file 

structure is well described in the work / 5 /,so we shall discuss the 

cxrre~sions,needed for a calculation of the response time,connected 

with the access time of the structure.For the better explanation of 

this f~ct a table is ~iven ( Table I ),where the main characteristics 

of the file,connected with the query,computer and the file itself 

.:1re represented. 

The average retrieval time of a file structure with one level 

·f the dircctnry ( a pure multilist structure ),two levels, and three 

lcvcls,can be calculnted according to expressions ( I - 3). 

fod == L ( tn + i: to) ; (1) 

To'v = CK Of'f.D lz.{ + CloHPOD ci(OHI>OD lz..a ) (2) 

'rt?. : ci<Of'f.D fzt -1- CfMZD ci<MZD 7;.2 + 

+ aoHPOZJ CKoHPoZJ 'li 3 . {3) 

Parametre T expresses the access time of a zona. z 

In fig.2 the function L : f ( N ) is shown. r 

In fig.3 is shown the variation of the size of the sana ( Z), 
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Table I 

N- Num!Jer of descriptors (Key_s) In Voca~utar'I_J 
Z -Size of segment (zona) /n physicaL reco"f-t:-rS 
V - Num!Jer of distinct descriptors in file 
N. - Num/3er of Records (documents) in System 
N~- Num&er if Keys/ Record ( RV) 
L - /lveroge lisl Len,gth (= lt'v/VJ() 

Z ./ ( C;rof'fD- /n 01'10 .file ) cl( - ona/ l(ey = CK MZ.D - In MZZJ .fl~e 
C1< OHPoD- in 0/'IPOO fit'e 

-r.3'f - NumBer of Zonas _per Ouery (= i~~ ~~ ) 
'ZJ! OHPOD 

Nt -NumAer of terms i.m a Single aulry (/IV) 
Np- NumBer of Nonnegatetl rerms in a 

single Querg f.RV) 
L.s- Shortest Zist Length In Ouer!l 
J - Ratlo of Ouer:g Response to L,,s ( .RV) 
p - Rqtio of average num&er of zonas In 

Response ~r Query in 0/1PO.lJ j'tle to t'KoHD 

(= 'i3~ A"!PaP) 
KOHD 

O: 'l3fHZ.D 
CKOfttl] 

[ODHD } Ratio of overage NumBer of Guer!l 
a z

1
0HzD - Zonas In Response to CK ) 
OoHI"'QD f. ~OND "Z3fHZD - ~o~ 

(aiiHo = KOND; aHZo= CK~tzo ~ aoH~ ~DHPDD 
R- NumBer o.f Fite Record Rddresses 

per ZJ.RSD 

l tn -Random Recess time of IJRSZJ 
ts = t 0 -Rotation time of DRS]} 

tmp- 'rron.sfer Rate of ZJ.R.S.l) 
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when the average len~th of t~e list is increasing.The point L• rx-

presses the maximal length of the list ( respectively the file ) , •.hrr. 

Zmax is achieved.In practice,when a certain computer is concerned 

always there is a moment,due to the memory space,when one cannot in-

crease Z anymore.'rhen tr.e charactiristic p is getting to be very 

small ( ro-2 - ro-3 ).In this case a file structure with one level 

more must be created. 

All these problems are analyzed in the work /2/.We have experi~en-

ted such structures,using the INIS database on CDC 6500,and we have 

determined the optimal sizes of the zonas and the number of the le-

vels of the hierarchy.The file was situated on the 84I CDC disc de-

vice. The experiments showed that a three level structure is good 

for files with more than 300000 documents. 

Next question which we would like to discuss concerns the opti-

mization of a retrieval strategy in large ~ata-bases.We shall de~-

cribe a method which gives the opportunity to prognose the numb0r ~f 

the expected relevant documents in I~lS,without proceeding the actual 

search.This enables the user to refor~ulote his query,if he is not 

satisfied with the number of the 3n~wcrs he is expected to receive. 

Let D stands for a definite set 'Jf doCU'nents ( ']Uantity of docu-

ments- K ),which are used to serve Q oueries.Documents are indexed 

by descriptors from the vocabul.ary ,wl1ich .·izc js N.The <!lPments Q 

are any stringo of clement: from th0 0Pt N,connected bJ conjuncti8n, 

disjunction ~nd negation. 

Let R stands for a function with values in 2 (~here 2D means a set 

of all subsets D ). Then each ~ucry q € D is put in correspondence 

with an element from 2D , which is called an answer to the auery u. 

Keeping in mind all that,an IrtS can be formally formulated as a 

set of a definite set of documents D,descriptor's vocabulary N,fun-
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rti0n H,and a ~UPr~ l~n~ua~P q.An information retrieval system is 

l'<~rt i ell] _y arr::1n.;rd, if in t l:e set Q ::... tran.ci ti v~ and unsymPtrical 

,.nJ-.ti·m ~ i,· "tPrr!'inr>d. In this case,if ~EQ and S E Q,then 

n C:: s, if oi\S = o. ::uch rnlRtionrc are valid for the set !!D too. 

~e say,that on information retrieval system is including,if 

function R for o <.S r;ivcs R( q ) > !,I,S),where q,S ) E Q.It means, 

that a char"<·tcri,,tic "inclusion" guarantees the finding of all do-

cum,:ntG far a nu0r~ s,~hich were f1und for a auery q.It means,that 

a is ~au~l to 5 but only the de~cri~tor included inS, is excluded 

in 0• 

In ttlis case,ucing a query q,more documents may be found,which 

~nrc n0t found for 5; then R(a) is bigger than R(S). 

Thcce charC>cteri<ctlcs nf the' systnm were used for the solution 

of our pr<Jbl0m •. c '!'.ust add t>::o more identifications: R (q) and Y 
~here TI (q) mc8ns the c~pccted number of relevant documents ( we 

must remind,that R(a) is the rxact number of relevant documents, 

found 3fter the actual searching ~as done). 

Identificat0r 'j .c;tandc for a threshold number of the ex!'ected 

documents.It m~ans, that if as a rr~ult nf the proHnose ~ (q) do-

cuments ar<' l!Xpl!r:ted to b<' found, and R( q) > ':f 
lation of the nuery ic needed. 

, then re formu-

In this case thP prognose problem may be defined by two unequations: 

~ (q) ~ y ( I') 

R(q)>':J 2') 

When (I~ is true,then a query is considered to be 11 correct",and 

it is retrieved by the system.But ,if (2J is true,then a query must be 

reformulated. 

We must note,that as a first step in the solution of the problem, 

- " as an answer R (o{i ),the freouency of the descriptors in the database 
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f( i*) is used.By the way,in a table are gathered only those f(i•), 

for ~hich the uneauation (~ is true. 

f (i*) >Y'. ( 3') 

If after investigating all of the f(i•) for the descriptors in a 

concrete query q,is found,that a~ong them is at least one descriptor, 

whose 

f( i * ) $, ':f for i • =I. • S 3") 

then a query is considered to be correct, and it must be retrieved by 

the system.In this case for f(i*) in(3") the minimal frequency of the 

descriptors in the query is used.But if ( 3") is not true, then all 

the possible couples of the descriptors in the auery must be investi-

gated. 

Our experiments/6 / show, that for aueries,containing about four 

descriptors,it is enough to use the couples of the descriptors for the 

prognose. 

Using this method a programme was written for the information 

system of JINR,which prognoses the number of relevant documents. 
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